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DESCRIPTION
Chance, is the second album of Société Étrange, composed of six love songs
without words, with equivocal rhythms, glaucous turquoise bass, and melodies
affectionately tinged with melancholy. The album was recorded in July 2020 in
Vaulx-en-Vel from a collection of materials and collective drift. Composed in studio,
it is by the live that is shaped their pieces, several years to test them together so
that these three musicians let us glimpse a possible civilization. Not fantasies that
cannot be apprehended, but a future that we can hope to desire. Their hypnotic
compositions, drunk with dub, iron harmonics, and polymetric measures, play a
music that is a bit shady, one of those that provoke the space for the dance to
happen, without anesthesia. Société Étrange was formed in 2012 by Antoine
Bellini (electronics) and Romain Hervault (bass), joined in 2015 by 
Jonathan Grandcollot (percussion) after the release of their first album Au
Revoir.

TRACKLISTING
01. La Rue Principale de Grandrif (4:37)
02. Nute (7:46)
03. New New York (7:09)
04. Sur La Piste De Dance (3:50)
05. À L'Intérieur Au Numérp 97 (4:34)
06. Futur (7:19)

HIGHLIGHTS
Chance, is the second album of Société Étrange, composed of six love songs
without words, with equivocal rhythms, glaucous turquoise bass, and melodies
affectionately tinged with melancholy.
Société Étrange was formed in 2012 by Antoine Bellini (electronics) and 
Romain Hervault (bass), joined in 2015 by Jonathan Grandcollot
(percussion) after the release of their first album Au Revoir.
Hypnotic compositions, drunk with dub, iron harmonics, and polymetric
measures.
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